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Democratic Services either by telephone on 01775 764705 or via e-mail at
demservices@sholland.gov.uk
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AGENDA
1)

Apologies for absence.

2)

Licensing Act 2003 (Pages 3 - 86) To consider an application for the Grant of a Premises Licence under the Licensing
Act 2003 for A2Z Food Express, Unit 2, 20 Westlode Street, Spalding, Lincs PE11
2AF (report of the Public Protection Manager enclosed).
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Agenda Item 2)
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Public Protection Manager

To:

Panel of the Committee of the Licensing Authority- Tuesday, 27 July 2021

Author:

Heather Lawson - Licensing Officer

Subject

Licensing Act 2003

Purpose:

To consider an application for the Grant of a Premises Licence under the
Licensing Act 2003 for A2Z Food Express, Unit 2, 20 Westlode Street,
Spalding, Lincs PE11 2AF

Recommendation(s):
1) That the Panel of the Committee of the Licensing Authority determine an application to Grant
a Premises Licence under the Licensing Act 2003 for A2Z Food Express, Unit 2, 20
Westlode Street, Spalding, Lincs, PE11 2AF

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Licensing Team on behalf of the Licensing Authority received an application to grant a
new Premises Licence for the premises known as A2Z Food Express (formerly Delicja)
from Mr Saglar AHMAT. The application made under Section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003
is attached at Appendix A.

1.2

Mr Ahmat has described the premises as a European Store and Butcher. Mr Ahmat has
applied for the licensable activity of the Supply of alcohol, details can be found in Box ‘J’ of
the application. The opening hours can be found in Box ‘L’.

1.3

When submitting the application, the applicant is required to describe any additional steps
that they intend to take in order to promote the licensing objectives. These include:
 The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
 Public Safety
 The Prevention of Public Nuisance
 The Protection of Children from Harm

1.4

The steps that Mr Ahmat intends to take can be found in box ‘M’ of the application. These
steps form part of the Operating Schedule and will be included as conditions on any licence
granted.

1.5

A representation has been received from Lincolnshire Police. The representation which
can be found at Appendix B refers to all four of the licensing objectives.

1.6

Historically the premises have held a premises licence under the Licensing Act 2003,
however the premise licence was revoked at a Panel hearing in November 2019 and is
subject to an ongoing appeal at the Magistrates Court. This is an application for the grant
of a New Premises Licence.
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2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

The Members of the Panel of the Committee of the Licensing Authority must consider the
review application on its own merits, representations made and any evidence and
submissions made at the hearing. Considerations must centre on the Licensing Objectives.
In making its decision Members of the Panel are asked to consider the application in line
with the following:
 The Licensing Act 2003 and Regulations made under it
 Guidance issued under Section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003
 The Licensing Authority’s Statement of Licensing Policy

2.2

2.3

As they consider it appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives, the Panel of
the Committee of the Licensing Authority in accordance with Section 18 of the Licensing
Act 2003 may:
a) Grant the licence subject to such conditions as are consistent with the
operating schedule accompanying the application; modified to such an
extent as the Licensing sub-committee considers appropriate for the
promotion of the licensing objectives and any relevant mandatory condition.
b) Exclude from the licence any of the licensable activities applied for.
c) Refuse to specify a person in the licence as premises supervisor.
d) Reject the application.

2.4

Members are asked to determine the review having regard to the above matters and any
other consideration it considers material. Full reasons for the decision must be given.

3.0

IMPLICATIONS

3.1
3.1.1

Constitutional & Legal
The decision of the Panel of the Committee of the Licensing Authority is subject to appeal
to the Magistrates Court.

3.2
3.2.1

Crime and Disorder
The representation from Lincolnshire Police highlights concerns in relation to the Licensing
objective of the Prevention of Crime and Disorder.

3.3
3.3.1

Equality and Diversity / Human Rights
Article 1: Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his
possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and
subject to conditions provided for by law and by the general principles of international law.

3.3.2

Article 6: The Sub-Committee must ensure a fair hearing. (The applicant has been invited
to attend the meeting, has been sent a copy of this report and informed of his/her rights to
be represented at the meeting).

3.3.3

Article 8: Everyone has the right to his/her private life and family home.

3.4
3.4.1

Safeguarding
It is the opinion of the report author that there are no implications.
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4.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

4.1

All

Background papers:Licensing Act 2003 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/17/contents
Guidance issued under Section 182 of The Licensing Act 2003
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/705588/Revised_guidance_issued_und
er_section_182_of_the_Licensing_Act_2003__April_2018_.pdf

South Holland District Councils Statement of Licensing Policy

https://www.sholland.gov.uk/media/5192/South-Holland-District-Council-Statement-of-LicensingPolicy-2021-to-2026/pdf/SHDC-LicensingStatementOfLicensingPolicy2021to2026.pdf?m=6374545222271700
00

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Heather Lawson- Licensing Officer
Heather.Lawson@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

N

Exempt Decision:

N

Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Application for a Premises Licence
Appendix B
Representation from Lincolnshire Police
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Appendix B

Licensing Act 2003
Representation by a Responsible Authority
Note: Please be aware that this form may be viewed by the Applicant or by a representative of the
Applicant. It may also be read out in public at the Licensing Panel hearings.
Representations may be made at any time during a period of 28 consecutive days starting on the
day after the application was given to the Licensing Authority.
Representations are only relevant to an application if they relate to at least one of the four Licensing
Objectives listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
Public Safety
Prevention of Public Nuisance
The Protection of Children from Harm

Please enter your details below:
Responsible
Authority:
Contact Officer:
Address:

Lincolnshire Police
Pc 642 McConville
Lincolnshire Police – Licensing
Myle Cross Centre
Macaulay Drive
Lincoln
LN2 4 EL

Telephone Number:

101 – Lincolnshire – Alcohol Licensing

E‐mail:

countylicensinggroup@lincs.pnn.police.uk

Please provide details of the application to which your representation refers:
Name:

A2Z Food Express (was Delicja)

Address:

Unit 2, 20 Westlode Street, Spalding PE11 2AF

Application Details:

New Premises Licence

Date Application
Received:

3/6/21 (put back to this date due to failure to display of notice)
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Please provide details of your representation in the box below. Indicate which of the Licensing
Objectives your representation refers to by ticking the relevant box(es):





The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
Public Safety
Prevention of Public Nuisance
The Protection of Children from Harm
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X
X
X
X

In relation to this application, the following Guidance issued under Section 182 of the Licensing
Act 2003 has been considered –
From Section 9.12 –Each responsible authority will be an expert in their own field.…for example
the police have a key role in managing the night‐time economy……However, any responsible
authority under the 2003 Act may make representations with regard to any of the licensing
objectives if they have evidence to support such representations. Licensing Authorities must
therefore consider all relevant representations from responsible authorities carefully, even where
the reason for a particular responsible authority’s interest or expertise in the promotion of a
particular objective may not be immediately apparent.
South Holland District Council Statement of Licensing Policy 2021‐2026 has also been considered
namely ‐
4.1 …….. The Licensing Authority considers the effective and responsible management of the
premises and the instruction, training and supervision of staff in the adoption of best practice to
be amongst the most essential control measures for the achievement of the licensing
objectives…….
The Licensing Authority recommends that applicants carry out their own risk assessments in
relation to the four licensing objectives in order to assist them in deciding whether any steps are
required to be taken in order to meet those objectives.
Although it is not a requirement under the Act, applicants are advised to submit any risk
assessments undertaken to the responsible authorities in order that they can assess the suitability
of the operating schedule. The Licensing Authority recommends early consultation with
Responsible Authorities.
4.2 Under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, the Licensing Authority must exercise its functions,
having regard to the likely effect on crime and disorder in its area, and must do all it can to prevent
crime and disorder.
The Licensing Authority will seek to ensure that licence holders take measures to control the
behaviour of persons whilst on their premises, or in the immediate vicinity of the premises as they
seek to enter and leave.
The Licensing Authority will expect applicants to include in their operating schedules, the steps
they propose to take to detect, reduce, and deter crime and disorder.
Applicants should consider the location and type of their premises when considering any option.
Applicants should seek advice from the Police on control measures under this licensing objective.
It is recommended that applicants discuss the measures they intend to take with the Police prior
to making the application to try and reduce representations.
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There are many steps an applicant may take to prevent crime and disorder. Examples of measures
the Licensing Authority may expect applicants to consider and address in their operating schedule
include:
VII. Training given to staff to prevent the sale of alcohol to those who are underage or appearing
to be drunk
VIII. Adoption of the Challenge 21 or Challenge 25 policy
IX. Measures agreed with the Police to reduce crime and disorder
XII. Provision of CCTV in and around the premises – CCTV remains one of the most effective
measures for reducing crime and disorder. The Licensing Authority expects premises that retail
alcohol for consumption on or off the premises will have an effective cctv system installed that
operates in compliance with the requirements of Lincolnshire Police.
XIV. Measures to prevent glasses and bottles being taken away from the licensed premises.
(comment – obviously intended for on‐sales, however included as it shows it is a consideration due
to risk, and the risk increases with the later the hours for these items to be used as weapons)
XV. Measures to tackle street drinking including not selling single cans or bottles of beer, lager and
cider; not selling super strength (ABV above 6.5) beer, lager and cider; and attaching water proof
labels with printed shop names and addresses to cans and bottles of beer, lager and cider ( or all
alcohol sold).
4.4 Licensed premises have a significant potential to impact adversely upon communities through
public nuisance arising as a result of their activities. The Licensing Authority’s aim is to maintain
and protect the amenity of residents and other businesses from the potential negative impact of
licensed premises, by promoting the need to prevent public nuisance, whilst at the same time
recognising the valuable cultural, social and economic importance of such premises.
The Licensing Authority intends to interpret ‘public nuisance’ in its widest sense and takes it to
include such issues as noise, light, including artificial light, odour, dust, insects, litter and anti‐
social behaviour, where these matters impact on those living, working or otherwise engaged in
normal activity in the area affected. The Licensing Authority will expect applicants to include in
their operating schedules, the steps they propose to take to prevent public nuisance. These steps
will vary from premises to premises and according to the type of licensable activities that are to
be carried on.
When addressing public nuisance the applicant should initially identify any particular issues
(having regard to their particular type and location of premises and/or activities) which are likely
to adversely affect the amenity of the area and the promotion of the objective to prevent public
nuisance. Such steps as are required to deal with these identified issues should be included within
the applicants operating schedule. These issues may include:
I. The customer profile
III. The location of the premises and the proximity to residential and other noise sensitive premises
IV. The hours of opening, particularly where this will include times between 23.00 hours and 07.00
hours V. The nature of the activities to be provided…..
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The following examples of control measures are given to assist applicants who may need to take
account of them in their operating schedule, depending upon the particular type of premises and
the activities to be carried on:
I. Effective and responsible management of the premises
II. Appropriate instruction, training and supervision of those employed or engaged, to prevent
incidents of public nuisance…..
III. Control of operating hours for all or part of the premises……
IV. Adoption of best practice guidance….
VI. Management of people, including staff and customers entering and leaving the premises
The Licensing Authority recognises that it is necessary to balance the rights of local residents,
businesses and others with those wishing to provide licensable activities and those who wish to
use the facilities.
If it necessary for the prevention of public nuisance where conditions do not adequately address
the issues an application can be refused.
5.2 As a general rule shops, stores and supermarkets should normally be permitted to sell alcohol
for consumption off the premises during the normal hours they intend to open for shopping
purposes, unless there are good reasons, based on the licensing objectives, for restricting these
hours. However, in the case of individual shops that are known to be, or are in an area which is
known to be a focus of disorder and disturbance then, subject to receiving valid, relevant
representation, alimentation licensing hours may be appropriate. However, each application will
be considered on its own merits.
The Licensing Authority will deal with the issue of licensing hours on the individual merits of each
application. When issuing a licence or certificate, stricter conditions with regard to noise control
and/or limitations to opening hours may be imposed in the case of premises which are situated in
largely residential or sensitive areas when representations have been received.
5.3 The Licensing Authority does not propose to implement standard conditions on licences. It may
attach conditions as appropriate given the circumstances of each individual case. These conditions
will relate to the premises and other places being used for licensable activities in the surrounding
area. In this regard the Licensing Authority will primarily focus on the direct impact, of any
licensable activities taking place, on members of the public living, working or otherwise engaged
in normal activity, regardless of their geographical proximity to the premises.
When considering conditions, the Licensing Authority will look to the relevant responsible
authorities to assist and advise on the appropriate measures to be taken.
Where an applicant considers that representations are likely or probable, it is recommended that
the applicant discuss the proposal with the licensing authority and those from whom they think
representations are likely to be made prior to submitting their application.
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Crime and Disorder Act 1998 Section 17
Duty to consider crime and disorder implications.
(1)
Without prejudice to any other obligation imposed on it, it shall be the duty of each
authority to which this section applies to exercise its various functions with due regard to the likely
effect of the exercise of those functions on, and the need to do all that it reasonably can to prevent,
(a)
crime and disorder in its area (including anti‐social and other behaviour adversely affecting
the local environment); and
(b) the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances in its area, and
(c) re‐offending in its area
(2) This section applies to each of the following—
.a local authority ……..;
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
The premises this application refers was called Delicja, it is now called A2Z Food Express. The
applicant did not approach Lincolnshire Police for consultation over hours or conditions prior to
submitting the application this representation refers to. Once the application was submitted
Lincolnshire Police contacted the applicant and consulted in the hope to gain reassurance that
the applicant now understood what was required of them. However, as the email threads shows,
Lincolnshire Police were unable to gain that assurance. Please see the email threads attached
(please go by the date and time on the emails to read them in order).
The applicant and the premises have a history with regards to licensing.
Lincolnshire Police have 3 main concerns with this application, the applicant’s ability to actively
promote the licensing objectives, the conditions offered, and the hours intended, should the
licensing committee be satisfied with the applicant’s ability.
Under the revoked but at appeal premises licence at the same address, the applicant, who is
premises licence holder and designated premises supervisor for that revoked premises licence
has failed to comply with the premises licence conditions and yet again failed to price mark single
cans of foreign beer, which is an indicator of smuggled goods, as seen in the review for the same
premises licence which led to the revocation and on other submissions since that review. Please
see the statement attached which Pc 642 McConville provided for the appeal, which details the
history of the premises and the failings up to what was intended to be the final court hearing for
the revocation but which has been delayed further. Non‐compliance with premises licence
conditions is an offence under Section 136 Licensing Act 2003 – unauthorised licensable activity.
A2Z Food Express is situated within a Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) for street drinking
(failure to comply with an officer’s request to stop), littering, spitting, urination and defecation.
Lincolnshire Police would have expected an operating schedule to reflect this, to show what the
operator was going to do to limit their impact on an existing problem.
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The PSPO is designed to deal with a particular nuisance or problem in an area. The behaviour must
be having a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the community, it must be
persistent or continuing and it must be unreasonable. The PSPO can impose restrictions on the
use of that area which apply to everyone who is carrying out that activity. The orders are designed
to ensure that the law‐abiding majority can enjoy public spaces, safe from anti‐social behaviour.
South Holland District Council and Partners have been working to improve the quality of life for
those living, working and visiting the area. Lincolnshire Police’s Licensing Department’s role has
been to consult with all applicants for new and major variations applications and where the
application is for off‐sales within the PSPO request the following PSPO type conditions, explain
why and highlight the Council Licensing Policy. Since October 2020, 2 off‐licence style premises
on Westlode Street and New Road have, through consultation have accepted a version of the
conditions below, without the need for a hearing.
The sale of cans and bottles of beers, lagers and ciders shall only be in packs of 4 or multiples
thereof, unless the volume of the contents of the can or bottle is more than 600 millilitres.
No super‐strength beers, lagers or ciders of above 6.5ABV (alcohol by volume) shall be sold at the
premises.
Each individual alcohol product sold will bear a waterproof label which has been agreed with
Lincolnshire Police and which contains the premises name and address.
…which Lincolnshire Police would seek for an application of this type within this location, along
with the more normal conditions like CCTV, incident book, refusals register, challenge 25, staff
training. However, these conditions, although robust, specific and measurable, only work when
they are understood and implemented, and the applicants previous history and his evidenced lack
of responsibility for the licensing objectives at an already problem premises, even though he is a
personal licence holder and had an impending court hearing for that licence, calls this into doubt.
This application is for off‐sale licensable hours from 0700‐2230hrs Sunday to Tuesday and 0700hrs
to midnight Friday and Saturday. The under appealed (revoked) premises licence off‐sales hours
are 0700‐2100hrs every day. Lincolnshire Police question the extra hours requested on a Friday
and Saturday, and conclude that it is solely to target one group of people ‐ those using the pubs,
clubs and take‐aways, who are the only people frequenting the area at that time. The majority
of customers will have come to the area on foot with the intention of consuming alcohol as part
of the night’s festivities and will remain in the area. The presence of an off‐licence between two
late night on‐sales licenced premises increases the likelihood of alcohol being consumed in the
street, both before and after visiting the late‐night on‐licensed premises and thereby being in
breach of the PSPO.
The later hours requested in this application are not worked by police community support
officers. Other accredited officers such as Council enforcement officers don’t work these hours
unless specifically tasked, and due to the increased risk of the hour and likely confrontation are
unlikely to be tasked with this. This leaves the police constable who may be otherwise engaged
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dealing with a missing person, a collision, a violent domestic, or taking someone who’s in custody
to hospital. Leaving the monitoring and enforcement of this order over the hours requested as
something that cannot be relied upon due to the sheer reactive nature of policing the late‐night
economy.
The issue of pre‐loading has increased as licensed venues hours have gone later and later. The
younger drinking crowds who are often short of money don’t want to pay the higher prices at on‐
licensed premises. They will buy alcohol cheaply from an off‐licence and consume it before they
go to an on‐licensed premises. The result is they consume larger volumes of alcohol over a shorter
period of time than they otherwise would have, had they started drinking when they got to the
on‐licensed venue. This consumption goes unchecked and often has a detrimental effect once
inside the on‐licensed premises.
Pre‐loading will impact on refusals into on‐licence venues, which by their nature are often
confrontational and can result in people being injured and police being called. This will also
increase the amount of people being removed from late night venues for over consumption, even
they may not have consumed an alcoholic drink in the venue they are being removed from. This
will put more pressure on the on‐sales venues, and they may need to increase their door staff
numbers to fully promote the licensing objectives and provide the duty of care expected. The
blame for this overconsumption will unfairly be placed on the on‐licensed venue, when they have
in fact provided a service of care at a cost to themselves and may not have benefitted financially
in any way. It will be extremely hard for the police to collect evidence in regard to pre‐loading
and over consumption and linking it back to the real problem premises.
Many of the pubs, clubs and some late‐night takeaways manage their customers with the use of
door staff, as with the later hour comes the greater risk to the licensing objectives. Door staff are
a great expense to these venues and they ‘police’ both inside and outside the premises and ensure
that the licensing objectives are being promoted. They ensure bottles and glasses, items that are
often used as weapons, are not taken outside. In complete contrast, and by the very nature of its
business, the premises this application refers to will be actively supplying customers with bottles,
which will lead to potential weapons being taken into the night‐time economy, with the obvious
consequences of crime and disorder, public nuisance (litter) and likely breaches of the PSPO.
Door staff monitor people’s level of consumption, watch behaviour and step in where required.
Once alcohol is sold by the applicant there will be no person monitoring the level of consumption,
as there would have been if the alcohol was sold and consumed inside. There will be no person
watching their behaviour. The result will likely be a call to the Police or intervention by door staff
from one of the on‐licence premises. Both of which are unsatisfactory and not how the Licensing
Act is designed to work. Having the benefit of alcohol licence is not meant to impact on the
community and that includes other premises, their employees and the emergency services.
Door Staff conduct searches on people and their belongings for weapons, drugs and alcohol as a
condition of entry. It is expected that alcohol hidden on people will increase as people often try
to smuggle cheaper alcohol in to avoid the high drinks prices inside, which will lead to more
refusals which again brings with it confrontation. In line with this the amount of alcohol hidden
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in the outside areas will likely increase. People go outside for a ‘smoke’ and carry on consuming
their hidden outside alcohol so as not to pay the inside prices, thereby consuming large quantities
over a small time frame and again breaching the PSPO.
Late night off‐sales will lead to continued consumption of alcohol by those persons who have
already left the nearby on‐licensed premises, many of whom will already be highly intoxicated.
Alcohol could easily be purchased by persons on behalf of those who would ordinarily be refused
service. On‐sales premises have staff watching for groups where the designated driver is buying
drinks and then passing them on to the rest of the group who wouldn’t have been served had
they approached the bar. This is then pointed out and the serving is refused and people are often
asked to leave. This will not be possible in an off‐licence style premises as that information
gathering and communication isn’t there once the alcohol is sold. The same method is used to
obtain the alcohol for the underage should someone manage to get in the club, past the door
staff. On‐sales club style premises often have an over 18’s only conditions and so have a double
ID check, once at the door by door staff and once at the bar by bar staff. But again watching and
communicating will likely show this up. This will not be possible with off‐sales and the amount of
drunk underage on the street is expected to increase and again the PSPO being breached.
This anecdotal, scenario based information highlights that risks involved with the selling of alcohol
for off‐sales, when situated between two late night on‐premises licenced venues. The later hours
offers greater risk for the operators and staff of the shop to deal with as well as for other
operators in the area. Some of the risks, for example the introduction of bottles and therefore
weapons onto Westlode Street, Lincolnshire Police believe, are impossible to condition due to the
sheer nature of what an off‐licence is.
In May 2018 the Government committed to implementing a new national alcohol strategy, and
listed the fact that alcohol is implicated in over half of all violent crimes as a point of concern in
their early day motion in Parliament in 2017. With headlines hitting the press like ‘Ministers set
to crack down on causes of alcohol‐fuelled violence’
Public Health England produced an evidence based review in 2016 into the burden of alcohol and
the cost effectiveness of control policies. Within that document are statistics Lincolnshire Police
believe are relevant in relation to this application








53% of all violent incidents have been linked to alcohol
Levels of violence are often disproportionately high on weekend nights
On the weekend 70% of all violent incidents are alcohol related compared to 35% on
weekdays
Between midnight and 6am 84% of all violent incidents are alcohol related compared to
23% between midday and 6pm (although this timing is after that applied for Lincolnshire
Police believe it is relevant, and customers can continue to drink what was purchased, and
then it takes time to have an effect)
Many of these assaults involve the use of glass or bottles as weapons
43% of people surveyed have been annoyed by people vomiting or urinating when they
have been drinking
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54% of people have been annoyed by people littering in the street after they have been
drinking
27% of facial injuries in Scotland are alcohol related. This is similar to Australia, of which
9% of these were bottle or glass related. With the mean age of the injured party being 25
years, and 18‐24 year olds counting for 36% of all cases reported.
A survey of 30,000 in NW England showed nearly half of all respondents avoided the town
centre at night because of drunken behaviour, with 61% of those aged 65‐74years.

Public Health England states that by regulating the availability of alcohol through policies that
sufficiently reduce the hours during which alcohol is available for sale can substantially reduce
alcohol related harm in the night‐time economy.
An Inquiry into the Impact of Alcohol on Emergency Services by the All‐Party Parliamentary Group
on Alcohol Harm in 2016 found




90 per cent of police officers expect to be assaulted on a Friday and Saturday night
when they police during the night‐time economy’
80% of police officers have been assaulted by people who are drinking
70% of all attendances at A&E departments are alcohol related at weekends

In May 2017 the Institute of Alcohol Studies in conjunction with the Foundation for Alcohol
Research and Education produced ‘Anytime, Anyplace, Anywhere? – addressing physical
availability of alcohol in Australia and the UK’ It uses evidence from Australia where restriction
on very late closing has had a positive impact on the rate of alcohol related harm and has
recommended restricted trading hours for off‐licence alcohol.
Alcohol Focus Scotland found that crime was, on average four times higher in areas with the most
alcohol outlets. A relationship was found between alcohol availability and harm. Alison Douglas
chief executive of Alcohol Focus Scotland said ‘Boards are responsible for promoting the licencing
objectives….the local evidence will help them assess the overprovision of licensed premises in
their area. There is no action that a licensing board can take to reduce the number of licensed
premises; however, they do have the ability to prevent further increases. It is their duty to act in
the public interest and where their communities are suffering, they should be applying the
brakes.’
It’s for the reasons stated above that Lincolnshire Police believe that the hours on the at appeal
premises licence of 0700‐2100hrs 7 days a week are more appropriate due to the location of the
premises, should the licensing sub‐committee be satisfied that the applicant is suitable and see
fit to grant the premises licence.
South Holland District Council Statement of Licensing Policy makes it very clear that where a
premises is located, what the premises activities will be and what the issues are within that area
are of upmost importance when considering timings and conditions. However, prior to all that
being consider 4.1 of the policy states…… The Licensing Authority considers the effective and
responsible management of the premises and the instruction, training and supervision of staff in
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the adoption of best practice to be amongst the most essential control measures for the
achievement of the licensing objectives…….and 4.4 If it necessary for the prevention of public
nuisance where conditions do not adequately address the issues an application can be refused.
Paraphrasing 4.1 and 4.4 ‐ Effective and responsible management is an essential control measure,
however, where not adequate to address the issues the application can be refused.
Lincolnshire Police has little confidence in the applicant ability to be effective and responsible, as
even being trained, knowing the history of the premises and motivated by an impending court
date, he failed to comply with the premises licence conditions and legislation regarding price
marking. This was regarding the revoked premises licence, which was old, and did not consider
the PSPO and therefore had much simpler conditions. What confidence can the community of
Spalding have that going forward the applicant is going to robustly promote the stronger
conditions if imposed so that their customers don’t increase the issues of Spalding?
The committee must have total confidence that the applicant understands the conditions
appended to the licence and the reasons for them and can demonstrate he is fully capable of
implementing them over a period of time. The applicant needs to understand their place in the
community, the impact they have on it and put the licensing objectives before profit. The
committee will need to be sure that the already trained applicant, who has failed in his
responsibilities at the same problem premises since that training will strongly uphold all of the
licensing objectives, as without it the premises will be adding to the issues which created the need
for the PSPO in the first place and that need remains as the PSPO has been reviewed and remains
in place.
Lincolnshire Police request that serious consideration is given to the refusal of this application.
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If possible, please suggest alterations to the application that would resolve the problem mentioned
above, again paying attention to the Licensing Objectives:
Lincolnshire Police do not support the applicant becoming a premises licence holder or
designated premises supervisor of this premises due to the reasons evidenced in the body of the
representation.
Lincolnshire Police does support the premises having a premises licence with suitable hours and
conditions for the location, however not with this applicant. Full confidence in any applicant’s
abilities needs to be assured due to the history of the premises and the issues within the area.
Lincolnshire Police believe that there are suitable conditions and hours for this premises to
negate the risk posed to the licencing objectives by having off‐sales style premises, at a central
location, within a PSPO but not for this applicant, as he has not demonstrated his ability of
understand the risks or promote the licencing objectives.

Have you contacted the applicant to discuss this representation?
Yes

X

No

Do you consider mediation could resolve the issue?
Yes

No

X

Do you propose to attend or be represented at any Licensing Panel hearing?
Yes

X

No

Please tick this box if you consent to any notice of any hearing being sent to you to via the e‐mail
address provided by you above.
X
(Please note if any notice is sent to you by electronic means, you will also receive confirmation of
the same in writing).
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Gina McConville

Age if under 18:

Over 18 (if over 18 insert ‘over 18’)

Occupation:

Police Constable 642

This statement (consisting of 29 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and
I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it,
anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.
Signature:

Gina McConville

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded

Date

8th May 2021

(supply witness details on rear)

I am Police Constable 642 Gina McConville and I hold the role of Licensing Officer with Lincolnshire
Police. As such I had dealings with a licenced premises, Unit 2, 20 Westlode Street, Spalding over
some years, all of which is contained within this statement as they occurred under premises licence
PL0337, issued by the Local Authority, South Holland District Council.
The premises first came to notice toward the end of 2018 when Lincolnshire Police received an
application to transfer the existing premises licence to DELICJA SPALDING LTD and to vary the
designated premises supervisor (DPS) to Diari HAMA.
On researching the individuals involved Lincolnshire Police submitted notices of objection to the
applications under Section 42(6) and Section 37(5) of the Licensing Act 2003 having been satisfied that
the exceptional circumstances of the case are such that granting the application would undermine the
crime prevention objective.
A check of Companies House shows Delicja Spalding Ltd was incorporated in July 2018 and its sole
director is Mohammad Salih ATTUF. Other checks on Companies House shows that Mr ATTUF was
previously director of Euro Grocers Ltd with a registered office address of 371 Tudor Road, Leicester
which is an off-licence style premises called Euro Mini Market. He incorporated the company April 2011
and resigned as director in March 2014.

Diari Hassan HAMA (the proposed DPS) was appointed

director of the company in June 2013 until the company was dissolved in September 2018.
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Checks with Leicester City Council revealed that Mr ATTUF became PLH and DPS of 371 Tudor Road in
July 2010. Mr HAMA became DPS in November 2011 and PLH in August 2013 replacing Mr ATTUF.
There was a transfer and vary DPS application to a different person in January 2018 at which point Mr
HAMA was removed from the licence.
HMRC carried out disruption activity at 371 Tudor Road in February 2016. They seized 6600 nonduty/counterfeit/illicit cigarettes, which were concealed in a bread stand and 29 bottles of non-duty
spirits. They documented the shop owner as Diari Hassan HAMA. HAMA stated that he was renting the
shop from ATTUF (no more details given).
Euro Mini Market, 159 Fosse Road North, Leicester is another licensed premises connected to Mr
ATTUF and Mr HAMA. The rate payer is listed on an undated free access Leicester directory as Euro
Grocers Ltd. Further checks with Leicester City Council have shown that Mr ATTUF is DPS and PLH of
that premises and has been since the premises licence was first granted in July 2013.
Trading Standards have recorded that in September 2015 Marlboro foreign labelled (non-duty paid)
cigarettes were purchased for £5 from 159 Fosse Road North.

In October 2016 information was

received that illicit cigarettes were being sold from the premises. Police systems show that Mr HAMA
called in a theft from this location in March 2017 and presented himself as the owner.
Lincolnshire Police believed this information shows there is a clear history of Mr HAMA and Mr ATTUF
working together over a long period of time in at least two licensed premises. Both of these premises
have been involved in criminality at a time when both the individuals (who are applying for a position of
responsibility on a premises licence in Spalding) held a position of responsibility on the premises
licences at these locations. Both of these premises either sold or have been found in possession of
contraband - an office under Section 144 Licensing Act 2003, smuggled goods on licensed premises.
Lincolnshire Police requested that the applications be refused.
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On 29th November 2018 a hearing was scheduled to take place to hear both applications. The Vary DPS
application was withdrawn on the morning of the hearing and transfer hearing went ahead. The transfer
was refused by South Holland Licensing Sub-Committee.

In January 2019 Lincolnshire Police received an application to transfer premises licence PL0337 at Unit
2, 20 Westlode Street, Spalding. This time to Dawid GLAZIK. Again Lincolnshire Police researched the
individual and due to the information found submitted an objection under Section 42(6) of the Licensing
Act 2003, being satisfied that the exceptional circumstances of the case are such that granting the
application would undermine the crime prevention objective.
The grounds for the objection notice were as follows:
South Holland District Council area has had an unprecedented number of premises licences revoked
due to illicit/counterfeit/smuggled (illegal) tobacco, and along with this smuggled alcohol, tax avoidance
in relation to declared sales, staff being paid below minimum wage and poor compliance in relation to the
premises licence is often found.
A check of Companies House shows that Mr GLAZIK is an active director of 3 companies. Euro Market
(UK) Ltd, with a correspondence address of 1 Church St, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire was
incorporated in September 2014 by Dorota GLAZIK, she resigned in October 2016 at the same time Mr
GLAZIK was appointed director. Checks have shown that Ms GLAZIK lives at the same address as Mr
GLAZIK and that they are married. 1 Church Street is a licensed premise and operates as an offlicence/convenience type store. Mr GLAZIK became premises licence holder and designated premises
supervisor in November 2014 and remained in those positions until June 2018 when another person
became DPS. Mr GLAZIK remains premises licence holder as of 16th January 2019.
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In October 2014 0.5 litres of foreign labelled Vodka with no-duty stamp was found on the premises and
voluntarily surrendered by the owner, Ms GLAZIK. Store manager at the time was documented as Mr
GLAZIK.
In November 2014 council officers visited the premises and found 25 packets of foreign branded
cigarettes under the counter and seized them.
In June 2015 Trading Standards conducted at test purchase at the premises, and were able to buy two
packets of foreign labelled Marlboro Gold for £10.
A warrant was executed in July 2015 by Police and Trading Standards, a male was seen running out the
rear of the shop with a black holdall, he didn’t stop as requested and officers were unable to locate him.
In 2017 there were 3 separate pieces of intelligence regarding the sale of illegal cigarettes from the
premises.
Northamptonshire Police and Council Licensing officers visited the shop on 4 occasions in 2018 due to
staff selling alcohol to street drinkers who are drunk. The problems were pointed out and advice was
given. Local officers then verbally warned staff immediately after one sale, and issued a penalty notice
following a sale on another occasion. There has been inconsistency from Mr GLAZIK as when first
approached about the issue he stated he had sold the business, and then he stated he hadn’t.
Euro Gym Ltd, correspondence address of 230 Narborough Road, Leicester, was incorporated in July
2016 and Mr GLAZIK has been a director since this time.

This premises is a gym come health club,

with weights, hot tubs, a sauna and also sells sports supplements. It used to be a supermarket but its
premises licence was cancelled in November 2016 and it remains unlicensed.
A positive test purchase of one packet of counterfeit Malboro Gold was made from this address in May
2017 as reported by test purchasers from the tobacco industry.
Euro Market Leics Ltd, with a correspondence address of 42 Frolesworth Road, Leicester (home
address of Mr GLAZK) was incorporated in September 2015 at which time Mr GLAZIK was appointed
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the sole director. When this company was initially registered it had the correspondence address of 31-33
Narborough Road Leicester, which changed to the Frolesworth address in October 2016.

31-33

Narborough Road is a licenced premise and operates as an off-licence/convenience type store. In
December 2012 Euro Market Leics Ltd became the premises licence holder at that address and
remained so until it was transferred in January 2018.
On 26th and 27th September 2017 Leicester City Council and Her Majesty Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) visited the above premise as part of an operation into illegal cigarettes. A total of 900 illegal
cigarettes were found hidden in the rear store room and were seized by HMRC.

Staff members present

at the time had no concept of the Licensing Act and had never heard of the DPS who was named on the
licence; it later transpired that he had left the role in June 2016. The staff contacted Mr GLAZIK,
however he was unable to attend prior to the officers leaving.
A check of Companies House as of 16th January 2019 shows Delicja Spalding Ltd, with the
correspondence address of Unit 2, 20 Westlode Street, Spalding was incorporated in July 2018 and its
sole director is Mohammad Salih ATTUF. Lincolnshire Police previously objected to the transfer of the
Delicja premises licence to Delicja Spalding Ltd due to Mr ATTUF’S connections to premises where
illegal tobacco products were bought or discovered.
Enquiries with Mr GLAZIK during the consultation period for this application have led Lincolnshire Police
to believe that Mr GLAZIK is not responsible for the business at Unit 2, Westlode Street. Mr GLAZIK has
confirmed by email (using euromarketuk@gmail.com) that he has been appointed as the manager at the
premises as of 1st January 2019, he is employed by Mr ATTUF, and he does not have a vested financial
interest in the business. The lease is in the process of being put into Mr ATTUF’S name, and any bills
will be in the company name Delicja Spalding Ltd.
Section 16 (1) (a) Licensing Act 2003 states who can apply for a premise licence ‘a person who carries
on, or proposes to carry on, a business which involves the use of the premises for the licensable
activities to which the application relates’. Mr GLAZIK is an employee and does not have a propriety
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interest in the business and therefore lacks the ability to fully control the business, he is not the person
responsible for ‘carrying on a business’.
A manager of a licensed premise would normally hold the position of DPS. Mr GLAZIK does hold a
personal licence with Leicester City Council and so has the qualification to fulfil this role, however this
role has not been applied for.

With the evidence Lincolnshire Police have now discovered future

applications for this role or that of PLH within premises in Lincolnshire would be robustly objected to.
Lincolnshire Police believes that the evidence shows that there are some serious concerns with Mr
GLAZIK. There is documented poor management of staff and paperwork with regards to responsibilities
under the Licencing Act and he has held responsible positions be it director or PLH within licenced and
non-licensed premise when illegal cigarettes and smuggled alcohol have been discovered or sold.
Lincolnshire Police requested that the application be refused.

The application was withdrawn prior to

hearing.

In April 2019 Lincolnshire Police received another transfer application for PL0337, this time to Mr
Mohammad Salih AFFUF as an individual rather than a company of which he is director of. Using the
information found during the previous applications and further information to objected to the transfer
under Section 42(6) of the Licensing Act 2003 and being satisfied that the exceptional circumstances of
the case are such that granting the application would undermine the crime prevention objective,
requested that the application be refused.
The additional information was the following. Lincolnshire Police completed a data protection request
and submitted it to Leicester City Council requesting information on the dates Euro Grocers Ltd paid the
rates at 159, Fosse Road North, Leicester. Lincolnshire Police also asked if Euro Grocers Ltd is or were
responsible for paying the rates at any other premises in Leicester City Councils area.
Lincolnshire Police received the information back from Leicester City Council on Wednesday 24th April
2019.
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It detailed that Euro Grocers Ltd was liable for paying the rates at 159 Fosse Road North, Leicester, LE3
5EZ for the period 03/04/2013 to 19/03/2017, and at 371 Tudor Road, Leicester, LE3 5JJ for the period
01/07/2013 to 13/11/2017.
Lincolnshire Police then requested who the responsible bill payers were after this time.
Information then came back that after this period and still liable for rates at 159 Fosse Road North,
Leicester is Mr ATTUF, he gets a 100% small business rates relief, so does not have to make any
payments. He is liable and paying council tax there.
Neither Mr HAMA or Mr ATTUF or any company that they are directors of is the current responsible bill
payer at 371 Tudor Road, Leicester.
These dates are significant as although Mr ATTUF resigned as director of Euro Grocers Ltd in March
2014, Euro Grocers Ltd carried on paying the rates at 159 Fosse Road, where Mr ATTUF is the
premises licence holder and designated premises supervisor (since July 2013 until present) up until it
stopped paying the rates in March 2017. Euro Grocers Ltd were the rate payers when illegal cigarettes
were purchased in 2015. Mr HAMA was director of the company during this time. This shows a long
and ongoing connection to Mr HAMA and Euro Grocers Ltd.
Also significant is that Euro Grocers Ltd were paying the rates at 371 Tudor Road, Leicester, LE3 5JJ for
a similar period to that at 159 Fosse Road. During this time illegal cigarettes and smuggled alcohol was
found at the premises.
To summarise, Mr ATTUF was the premises licence holder and designated premises supervisor of a
premises when illegal goods were purchased. During this time Euro Grocers Ltd paid the rates and Mr
HAMA was the director.

Euro Grocers Ltd also paid the rates at another premises where illegal

cigarettes and smuggled alcohol were found. Mr HAMA was documented as the owner at the time and
Mr ATTUF as the landlord, Mr HAMA was also the director at the time. This shows that Mr ATTUF, Mr
HAMA and Euro Grocers Ltd are connected to both premises during the times illegal goods were either
bought or found.
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On 1st May 2019, at hearing, the Licensing Sub-committee granted the transfer, making Mr ATTUF
premises licence holder of PL0337 at Unit 2, 20 Westlode Street, Spalding.

Lincolnshire Police attended Delicja, Unit 2, 20 Westlode Street, Spalding on 18th July 2019 to carry out
a compliance check. The check uncovered the following issues:Non-compliance in regards to the premises licence conditions. The CCTV was found to be recording
from the 23rd June - giving 26 days of footage – not 28 days a stated in the Annex 2 condition on the
premises licence. The shop manager (not the designated premises supervisor or premises licence
holder) did not know how to work the CCTV system. The system was in a cupboard behind a door which
was blocked by boxes of produce. There was no mouse in place to be able to operate the system, one
had to be sourced. There was no camera proving a facial view of customers at the tills.
The refusals log only had one refusal, dated 2/3/18, it did not appear to have been audited by the
designated premises supervisor as stated in the Annex 2 condition.
Non-compliance with premises licence conditions is an offence under Section 136 Licencing Act 2003 –
unauthorised licensable activity, thereby carrying out unauthorised licensable activity each time alcohol
is sold.
Cans of beer were offered for sale without a price being displayed. The Price Marking Order 2004 states
that there must be a clear selling or unit price, which is easily identifiable without having to ask the
trader. Beer cans were found to being put through the till at one price, then discounted by the sales
assistant to a price which in one case was only 7p above the mandatory price (duty plus VAT). A can of
500ml 7.6% ABV Perla Black has a mandatory, duty plus VAT price of £1.13 – this is the price of the tax
alone. Its price when put through the till showed £1.79, however it was sold for £1.20 after being
discounted. This means that that 7p cost includes production costs of the fluid, the production costs of
the can, transportation costs, profits for each process of the chain and the tax on those profits for it to be
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a worthwhile line. This is highly unlikely and more than likely smuggled good. Leading to the suspicion
of smuggled goods on licensed premises – an offence under Section 144 Licensing Act 2003.
Medicines were found being offered for sale which had no English labelling in their original packaging. It
is an offence to knowing sell or offer for sale medicine without English on the original packaging, contrary
to Regulation 269 of The Human Medicines Regulation 2012. Some of this medication was found to be
prescription only. There by putting the public at serious risk.
A worker within the premises who was witnessed selling items to customers was found to have had no
right to work. CCTV was checked and showed him working within the premises, carrying out various
tasks over the previous few weeks. This CCTV was recorded and made available to view should this
have been disputed.
It is an offence to employ an illegal worker under Section 21 of the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality
Act 2006, as amended by section 35 of the Immigration Act 2016, if the employer knows or has
reasonable cause to believe that they are employing an illegal worker. The employer by law has to carry
out various checks to ensure that their staff are legally allowed to work.
During a test purchase operation on 13th August 2019 a worker from the premises sold alcohol to a
child. Section 146 of the Licensing Act 2003 prohibits the sale of alcohol to individuals under 18 years of
age.
Lincolnshire Police sent a letter to Mr ATTUF on 16th August 2019 requesting information regarding the
illegal worker, invoices for the beer and the medicines, copies of the refusals register and evidence of
staff training. An email was then received containing some information requested and this was followed
up by a letter and invoices which arrived in the post. No information was received about staff training or
refusals register. Please note some of the invoices are addressed to Mr Diari HAMA at the Delicja
address.

One is addressed to Diari Hassan at Euro Grocers Ltd, 371 Tudor Road, Leicester.

Lincolnshire Police had concerns with Diari Hassan HAMA and 371, Tudor Road and this premises as
mentioned in 3 objections submitted by Lincolnshire Police.
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Lincolnshire Police submitted a review of the premises licence application under Section 51 Licensing
Act 2003 using the above information from the 18th July 2019 visit and the subsequent failed test
purchase requesting that the Licensing Sub-Committee seriously consider a revocation of the premises
licence due to undermining the licensing objectives.
The review hearing was held on 28th November 2019 and the premises licence was revoked then
appealed.

However, prior to that, in the interim period between the serving of the review paperwork and the hearing
Lincolnshire Police received yet another application to transfer the premises licence, this time to Aram
SALAH. Yet again the individual was researched and enough evidence obtained to object to the transfer
under Section 42(6) Licensing Act 2003, being satisfied that the exceptional circumstances of the case
are such that granting the application would undermine the crime prevention objective.
The grounds for this objection were are as follows:
Delicja is a premises whose licence Lincolnshire Police has applied to be reviewed due to noncompliance, illegal working, and concerns in relation to beer pricing.
Mr SALAR has a history that is concerning to Lincolnshire Police, so much so that along with the history
of Spalding and it’s issue surrounding illegal tobacco sales believe that the exceptional circumstances
apply and that granting the application would undermine the crime prevention licensing objective.
A Swindon Advertiser newspaper article dated 21st June 2017 documents charges being dropped
against a shop keeper who went on the run for five years. It states Aram SALAR formerly of Roseberry
Street, had fled the county while the council were investigating his dealings at a Manchester Road shop.
He was due to appear at Swindon Crown Court in October 2012 facing a charge of breaching a
trademark and another for money laundering. He failed to attend, a warrant was issued and he was
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arrested when re-entering the county in June 2017. He was placed before the court and due to the
council now offering no evidence, due to witnesses having left the services of the council and other
difficulties a not guilty verdict was entered on the two counts. Mr SALAR was sentenced to 2 months
imprisonment for failing to surrender to custody. The article goes on to say that it is alleged that Mr
SALAR was the manager of a shop called Istanbul on Manchester Road when the alleged offences took
place.
Enquiries with Trading Standards has shown that in July 2011 a joint enforcement visit was conducted at
Istanbul Market, 123 Manchester Road, Swindon. Non-duty paid and foreign-labelled tobacco was found
in the store cupboard. Mr Aram SALAR (with the same date of birth as the applicant) is described as the
owner, he states he had been running the business for a month and had previously owned a shop in
Leicester. Mr SALAR said the tobacco wasn’t his and he didn’t know where it came from. At the time
the premises was visited it was licensed, the holder of that licence wasn’t Mr SALAR. Mr SALAR stated
that he rented the shop off the premises licence holder and that he (the premises licence holder) no
longer had anything to do with the business.
In February 2012 a quantity of foreign labelled cigarettes and tobacco were found under the floorboards
of Roseberry Street, the home address of Aram SALAR (as confirmed by the information provided by
Trading Standards and confirmed as home address on the Police National Computer). Mr SALAR and
another were arrested.
Lincolnshire Police believed that the evidence shows that there are some serious concerns with Mr
SALAR and that if the transfer is granted the prevention of crime licencing objective will be undermined.
He was in charge of a premises when illegal tobacco products were found. The premises was licenced,
Mr SALAR was in control but not the premises licence holder.

Some months later illegal tobacco

products were then found stored at his home address under floor boards. Mr SALAR then failed to
attend Court and left the country for a number of years. When he did return he was sentenced to 2
months imprisonment for failing to surrender.
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Lincolnshire Police requested that the Licensing Sub-Committee reject the application as it is necessary
for the promotion of the crime prevention objective.
The hearing went ahead on 14th November 2019 and the transfer was refused, meaning the premises
licence was back with Mr ATTUF (transfer applications are usually ticked in the box ‘with immediate
effect’ meaning it is in the new persons hands until the committee make a decision on it, then if refused it
reverts back to the previous remises licence holder).

As stated above the review hearing was then held on 28th November 2019 with Mr ATTUF as premise
licence holder due to the refusal of the transfer and the premises licence was revoked then appealed.
It is a well-known practice to apply to transfer premises licences once review paperwork is served or
expected and the licence placed in jeopardy. With an attempt to argue, new owner, new business, not
responsible for past failings at review hearing. However, with some research into links to the previous
licence holder and asking for evidence of actual purchase, lease, bills etc, it is often possible to prove
that the original licence holder is still involved with the business in the background and a genuine
purchase of the business has not taken place. The issue comes with time limits involved with transfers
as the Police have 14 days to find that evidence once the application is received and are often relying on
sources and partners in other parts of the country to provide it on time.

Lincolnshire Police received yet another application to transfer the premises licence, again to Aram
SALAH in December 2019 along with a vary DPS application again in SALAH’S name. Using the same
information as previously used on the last objection to SALAH Lincolnshire Police object to the transfer
under Section 42(6) Licensing Act 2003, and the vary DPS under Section 37(5) being satisfied that the
exceptional circumstances of the case are such that granting the application would undermine the crime
prevention objective. Lincolnshire Police requested that the application be refused. The hearing was set
for 9th January 2020. Days before the hearing, the applications were withdrawn, meaning Mr ATTUF
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was again the premise licence holder, and the DPS, the individual who was meant to be in day to day
control of alcohol sales was Mr Dairy Sleman JALAL the PLH and DPS from June 2018 who happened
to remain as DPS as others were refused, yet who the Police had never met on all the visits to the
premises or at any of the hearings.

In February 2020 Lincolnshire Police received a new premises licence application for Unit 2, 20
Westlode Street, Spalding with the applicant being Milena KUDRACOVA. PL0337 was still in place
albeit revoked and appealed against.

As with all the other application the individuals applying are

thoroughly looked into as is the business purchase and the details given confirmed.
Ms KUDRACOVA spoke with Lincolnshire Police prior to applying as she was concerned about the
history of the premises. She was informed of its history and the recent revocation and was told that due
to this if she was to apply then her background and associations would be rigorously checked, as there
is a common theme with premises who have had their licences revoked that the proposed new
owner/licence holder is not independent and although the paperwork has changed it’s business as usual
within the premises and the same people involved previously are still in the background.
The premises licence application was then received and Lincolnshire Police spoke with Ms
KUDRACOVA over the phone. She stated that she had previous retail experience in licenced premises
as she worked for 3 years in Kabus, Clayton Road, Bradford, with her boss being Alan HASSAN. She
was asked to provide evidence that Delicja was a genuine business purchase, including lease
agreement, evidence of money movement, Companies House paperwork, updated suppliers, utilities
bills, business rates, food registration etc. She stated she hadn’t got this sorted yet, but would do so in
the near future and will email the paperwork to Lincolnshire Police. No email was forthcoming.
Checks were made into the information given. Kabus was found to be at 18 Clayton Road, Bradford.
Alan HASSAN is understood to be Alan Hassan SHARIF born 1/2/75. He was the premises licence
holder and designated premises supervisor at 18 Clayton Road from 15/4/15 to 11/12/16.

A test
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purchaser was sold illicit cigarettes there on 27/10/15 and this was followed up by a visit on 29/10/15 by
West Yorkshire Trading Standards and West Yorkshire Police. Illicit tobacco was found hidden under
the counter and within a built in secret compartment in the wall of the store room. Over 5000 illicit
cigarettes were seized along with 1.4kg of hand rolling tobacco. Out of date fresh food was also on
display.
Checks also showed that Alan Hassan SHARIF is currently the premises licence holder and designated
premises supervisor of Bila Mini Market, 168 Clayton Road Bradford. He has held those positions from
5/1/17 until now (date of representation submission). A sale of counterfeit cigarettes was made to a child
on 29/2/20.
Checks with Immigration confirmed that Milena KUDRACOV and Alan Hassan SHARIF are husband and
wife, having married around 2006 (later transpired to be a religious ceremony in 2005 as opposed to
legal marriage under UK law, which they applied for in 2006 but which was refused, then then applied
again in 2009 and it was granted, however the legal marriage didn’t seem to take place).
City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council, who holds Mr SHARIF’S personal licence, confirmed that
Mr SHARIF changed his name in November 2017 to Omar Qadir SALEH.
Checks into this new name were then made.
Leicestershire Trading Standards encountered Omar Qadir SALEH on 27/6/19 during a visit to Fresh
Market, 60 Leicester Road, Wigston, Leicestershire. During the visit 5 pouches of hand rolling tobacco
and 2 x packets of counterfeit Mayfair were seized as well as various documents, one of which was a
payslip dated 4/1/08 addressed to Milena KUDRACOVA.
Leicestershire Trading Standards visited the business again on 9th January 2020 during which a large
amount of tobacco was found in a concealment, since that visit the business has ceased trading.
Oadby and Wigston Borough Council, whose area 60 Leicester Road, Wigston, Leicester is in, have
confirmed that the premises is licensed. As of 17th June 2019 Mr Alan Hassan SHARIF has held the
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position of premises licence holder and designated premises supervisor at that premises, and he
continues to do so even though the premise is no longer trading.
Myself and Sgt 1040 ENDERBY attended Delicja, Unit 2, 20 Westlode Street, Spalding on Friday 13th
March 2020 and spoke with Milena KUDRACOVA.

She presented an asset purchase agreement

between herself and Aram SALAR (understood to be the previous business owner) to show the
purchase of the business, although she admitted that no money had been exchanged, and it wouldn’t
until she had obtained the premises licence. Although not dated, it was signed and she stated that they
had signed it that day. She was unable to provide a lease, Companies House paperwork, utility bills,
updated suppliers information, council tax, food registration etc. Ms KUDRACOVA again explained her
retail history in Bradford, and that Delicja is going to be renamed Bila, with the planned company name
being SK UK Bila, once registered on Companies House (shown dissolved as of 21st April 2021). She
explained that the shop is going to be a family business that her husband is going to be involved in. She
said he had no experience of working in licensed premises so she was going to train him. She stated
that she had moved to the area with her husband and 2 children and they are soon to be settled in
school. When asked her husband’s name and date of birth Ms KUDRACOVA stated Omar QADIR, born
1/2/75
I then read out to Ms KUDRACOVA the bold wording under the checklist on the final part of the premises
licence application. It states ‘It is an offence, under section 158 of the Licensing Act 2003, to make a
false statement in or in connection with this application. Those who make a false statement may be
liable on summary conviction to a fine of any amount’. She was then asked if all the information she’s
provided in regards to what we’d spoken about was the truth or if she wanted to amend anything. She
stated it was the truth.
Checks at the time with the building owner for Unit 2 Westlode Street, Spalding have confirmed that they
have had the same tenant for Delicja since July 2016 (a previous licence holder). They have not
transferred, permitted or underlet the property, nor had any approach from the tenant to request similar.
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Lincolnshire Police are aware that Ms KUDRACOVA is presenting as the forth individual to own the
business since the current tenant named on the lease.
Lincolnshire Police believes that the evidence presented strongly suggests that on the balance of
probabilities that Ms KUDRACOVA is aware and has been complicit with her husband’s criminality. It
suggests that she has deliberate concealed this history, and has not been truthful in her dealings with
Lincolnshire Police. Mr SHARIF/SALEH’S history with licenced premises it is of great concern and by
Ms KURDACOVA’S own admission he is to have involvement at Delicja, as it is a family business. It’s of
no coincidence that the last licenced premises involving Mr SHARIF/SALEH, where illicit tobacco
products were found ceased trading in mid-February 2020, around the time this application was
received.

Lincolnshire Police believed the evidence presented strongly suggests that the licencing

objectives of prevention of crime and disorder, public safely and protecting children from harm will be
undermined should this licence be granted and therefore Lincolnshire Police requested that this
premises licence application be refused.
On 17th April 2020 a hearing for this new premises licence application was held and it was refused.

Within days of this refusal another two applications came in to transfer PL0337 to Milena KUDRACOVA
and to vary the DPS to her too. Lincolnshire Police used the information gained for the representation to
the new licence application plus information gained during the hearing to object to the applications under
Section 42(6) and 37(5) of the Licensing Act 2003 having being satisfied that the exceptional
circumstances of the case are such that granting the application would undermine the crime prevention
objective.
Lincolnshire Police explained in the objections that history of the premises licence this transfer relates to
is an extensive one, Lincolnshire Police have repeatedly objected to either individuals or companies
owned by said individuals being the licence holder due to links to criminality, namely the sale of illicit
tobacco products. Within a few months of the licence finally being granted to an individual Lincolnshire
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Police had objected to, he was discovered to be employing an illegal worker, selling illegal medicines,
selling alcohol to children and to those under 25 without the necessary ID checks, and non-compliance
with the premises licence conditions. The premises licence was revoked in November 2019, it was
appealed and that appeal is still ongoing, hence the ability to transfer, which this objection relates to.
Lincolnshire Police then went on to give the previous information on Ms KURACOVA with the additional
information of.
Checks with Immigration showed that Mr HASSAH (SHARIF/SALEH)

applied for a Certificate of

Approval for Marriage (needed due to his Immigration status at the time) to Ms KUDRACOVA in 2006,
but was refused as he didn’t meet the requirements. He applied again in 2009. Following an enquiry by
Immigration on 10/03/2009 in relation to that application Milena KUDRACOVA and Alan Hassan
SHARIF’S representation submitted affidavits for the applicant (HASSAN) and sponsor (KUDRACOVA)
that stated they first met in 2004, and they decided to get married in 2005. Under ‘wedding arrangement
details if any’ they stated they had a religious ceremony in 2005. The 2009 application was approved.
At the previous hearing for the new licence Ms KUDRACOVA stated she had never been married. The
2009 application indicates their religious ceremony in 2005 wasn’t a legal UK marriage ceremony.
At the hearing for the new premises licence Ms KUDRACOVA stated that she wasn’t married and had
never been married and that she was no longer in a relationship with Mr Saleh.

They were in a

relationship, he is the father of her two children, however her last dealings with him were in 2015 when
he signed to say that he was the father of her youngest child. She stated that they had no business
relationship, they have not worked together or had anything to do with each other since 2015. When
asked when Ms KUDRACOVA last saw Mr SALEH she said he comes to visit the children. When asked
if this was a regular thing she said no. When asked where he was living she stated that she believes he
lives in Bradford and was unaware that he had given a Spalding address to Leicester Trading Standards
officers, when this was put to her. Ms KUDRACOVA stated she is the sole person on the tenancy
agreement at her home address, 16 Brayfields, Pincbeck, and moved there in January 2020.
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Ms KUDRACOVA and her representative were adamant during the hearing for the new premises licence
that she wasn’t in charge of Delicja during the Police visit on 13/3/20, stating she was just visiting to put
up signage. Ms KUDRACOVA also stated she wasn’t going to take charge until she had the premises
licence, which was expected to be on 21/3/20, however due to the representation and subsequent
hearing she didn’t have the premises licence in her name until 24/4/20 when the transfer this objection
relates to was made. During the visit on 13/3/20 I spoke with staff and asked them if there had been any
major changes since Ms KUDRACOVA took over, they replied no, they were asked if there had been
any change in suppliers, they replied no.

When Lincolnshire Police were informed that the appeal had creased (it later transpired that it hadn’t and
this was down to human error at the Magistrates Court) a request was made for a local officer to attend
and check that alcohol had been removed from sale. On 20/2/20 Sgt 503 MOSLEY and Insp 1189
WATERS attended the premises and requested that the alcohol be moved into the store room. They
attended again an hour later and saw that that this had been done. They conversed with the shop
workers and spoke with the owner over the phone and thanked ‘him’ for removing the alcohol so quickly.
The person Sgt MOSLEY spoke to over the phone who he described as the ‘owner’ gave Ms
KUKRACOVA’S details and home address. When I informed him that Ms KUDRACOVA is female he re
attended Delicja on 21/2/20 and spoke to staff who confirmed that Ms KUDRACOVA is female, they
provided him with her mobile number, Sgt MOSLEY said he would pop in some time, to meet her and left
his contact details. Shortly after she called him, from the number given by him to the staff, indicating that
she was in control of the premises at that time.
During the hearing for the new premises licence, when discussing the meeting Sgt ENDERBY and
myself had with Ms KUDRACOVA on 13/3/20, Ms KUDRACOVA explained that she was misunderstood
due to the language barrier. When she gave the name Omar QADIR, she was talking about the father of
her children.

When she spoke about it being a family business and having a husband who was
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inexperienced in retail, she was talking about her fiancée Maric KLITCHCO. Sgt ENDERBY explained
that the question of who the father of her children is was not asked and would never be asked as it has
no relevance to licensing. The conversation was about her partner and family was in relation to who was
going to be involved with the business as this is relevant to licensing. Ms KUDRACOVA was discussing
the same male throughout the whole conversation, there was never any mention of two different males.
Ms KUDRACOVA does have a good understanding of English and she can be understood and is
capable of saying when she doesn’t understand something. This was not the case during this meeting.
Her solicitor didn’t think she required an interpreter at the new premises licence hearing, although one
was then requested by Ms KUDRACOVA herself on the day.
I visited Delicja on 29/4/20 following the transfer application, to see if alcohol was being sold and if so to
make sure Ms KUDRACOVA had a copy of the premise licence and was compliant with the licence
conditions.

My visit, by chance, coincided with a visit from Ms KUDRACOVA’S new solicitor Ms

CARTMELL, who was attending to train staff and ensure compliance with the licence. I pointed out 3
issues regarding the alcohol displayed for sale.
The first was that the wine was not priced at all. It is an offence under the Price Marking Order 2004 to
not have items priced. Customers should be able to see the price for an item without having to ask for it.
The second concern was that some of the wine appeared to have foreign duty stamps on the bottles,
which indicates it was destined for another county or has come from another country where duty has
been paid for that country; therefore it hasn’t had UK duty paid and is likely smuggled goods.
The third was the beer pricing. All the beer in cans on display, regardless of alcohol by volume (ABV)
was priced at £1.29 each. There was a sign saying Volfas £1 but that shelf behind it was empty. I noted
that one of the brands of beer cans on sale was Perla Black 500ml 7.6% ABV. The government charges
a much higher rate of tax on beers over 7.5% ABV, so for a beer of that ABV to be the same price as a
much lower ABV does not make business sense, when if they bought the product legally, and had the
same percentage mark up, they should have different retail prices. The duty plus VAT on a 500ml can of
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7.6% beer is £1.13. This is the tax alone, not the cost of the can, its contents, the transportation, the
profit etc, indicating that a price of £1.29 per can is likely smuggled goods.
These concerns were relayed to Ms KUDRACVA and Ms CARTMELL. Ms KUDRACOVA explained that
the alcohol on display was bought by the previous owner, and it was priced that way as that is what he
had done. I asked to see receipts/invoices for the alcohol concerned, as yet none has been provided.
Ms CARTMELL assured me that the alcohol would be removed from display and placed in the store
room and only put back on the shop floor when the invoices had been found, to show duty had been paid
and the correct pricing will be applied. The full premises licence was available within the premises to
view and no compliance check was carried out do to all staff attending for training, it therefore not an
appropriate time.
Please note that in the review for the premises licence this transfer relate to Lincolnshire Police informed
the committee of very similar concerns, taken directly out of the review paperwork ‘Cans of beer were
offered for sale without a price being displayed. The Price Marking Order 2004 states that there must be
a clear selling or unit price, which is easily identifiable without having to ask the trader. Beer cans were
found to being put through the till at one price, then discounted by the sales assistant to a price which in
one case was only 7p above the mandatory price (duty plus VAT). A can of 500ml 7.6% ABV Perla
Black has a mandatory, duty plus VAT price of £1.13 – this is the price of the tax alone. Its price when
put through the till showed £1.79, however it was sold for £1.20 after being discounted. This means that
that 7p cost includes production costs of the fluid, the production costs of the can, transportation costs,
profits for each process of the chain and the tax on those profits for it to be a worthwhile line. This is
highly unlikely and more than likely smuggled good. Leading to the suspicion of smuggled goods on
licensed premises – an offence under Section 144 Licensing Act 2003’.
Lincolnshire Police would have expected for the sale of alcohol to have been delayed until after the
training and checking of compliance by an experienced hand, as the risk to the licensing objectives,
considering the history of the premises and the new licence holder, Ms KUDRACOVA, is too great. The
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issues found by me are likely to have been there some days previous and show the lack of experience
by Ms KUDRACOVA who, it is understood has not held the positions of premises licence holder or
designated premises supervisor before, although she stated she has 3 years’ experience in licenced
premises during discussions with the Police, Ms KUDRACOVA stated during the hearing for the new
premises licence that this didn’t include selling alcohol. Her other retail experience was in clothing
shops. This shows Ms KUDRACOVA’S lack of experience and willingness to put profit before the
licensing objectives.
Due to the history of the premises, its concerns with criminality, the history of Spalding with its well
documented issues regarding illegal cigarettes, the recent refusal of the applicant regarding a new
premises licence, and the recent concerns yet again around the pricing of alcohol and smuggled goods
at this premises the Chief Officer of Police is satisfied the exceptional circumstances of the case are
such that granting the application would undermine the crime prevention objective. Accordingly, it is
submitted that the Authority should reject the application as it is necessary for the promotion of the crime
prevention objective.
Prior to the hearing Lincolnshire Police submitted further information following enquiries into what was
said at the previous hearing. As stated in the objections already submitted, Ms KUDRACOVA confirmed
at the last hearing for the new premises licence that she wasn’t married, had never been married and
that she is no longer in a relationship with Mr Omar Qadir SALEH.

She stated they were in a

relationship, he is the father of her two children, however her last dealings with him were in 2015 when
he signed to say that he was the father of her youngest child. She stated that they had no business
relationship, they have not worked together or had anything to do with each other since 2015. When
asked when Ms KUDRACOVA last saw Mr SALEH she said he comes to visit the children. When asked
if this was a regular thing she said no. When asked where he was living she stated that she believes he
lives in Bradford and was unaware that he had given a Spalding address to Leicester Trading Standards
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officers, when this was put to her. Ms KUDRACOVA stated she is the sole person on the tenancy
agreement at her home address, 16 Brayfields, Pincbeck, and moved there in January 2020.
Lincolnshire Police have discovered that a vehicle with the registration mark WNZ 4854 is registered to
Omar SALEH at the address of 16 Brayfields, Pinchbeck, Spalding, PE11 3YT, the home address of Ms
KUDRACOVA. He is the sole insured driver and has been the keeper of that vehicle since 15/05/18. It
is also the sole vehicle registered at that address.
That vehicle was found speeding on Lincolnshire’s roads in January 2020 and Lincolnshire Police have
been in contact with Omar SALEH throughout February. An individual contacted Lincolnshire Police by
email regarding the speeding offence using the name Alan HASSAN wanting photographic confirmation.
Mr SALEH then contacted Lincolnshire Police by post using the SALEH identity and named the person
responsible for driving at the time, showing he still has dealings with the vehicle.
Many police vehicles are now fitted with an automatic number plate recognition system, which records
the registration marks of the vehicles the police car passes, it records an image along with information
about location, time, etc and instantly checks this against a database and will alarm if the vehicle has no
insurance for example. sDelicja is situated on the same road as Spalding Police Station, so many police
vehicles pass up and down that road. Vehicle WNZ 4854 has been picked up repeatedly being parked
in the taxi rank outside, across the road or near to Delicja on numerous occasions, sometimes multiple
times on the same day. 39 times over the last 90 days (reading taken 28/5/20) with the majority being
between 13th March 2020 (the date the asset purchase agreement was signed) and 17th April 2020 (the
date of the last hearing when the premises licence was refused).
The vehicle was captured being parked outside 5 Westlode Street (Taste of China) at 1304hrs on March
13th 2020, which was the date and time of the Police Licensing visit to the premises.

As at the

conclusion of the meeting, having attended and waited for Ms KUDRACOVA to attend, and having had
the discussion with her about her partner and the intentions with the business I took photographs of the
Asset Purchase Agreement as supplied by Ms KUDRACOV and these are timed at 1336hrs.
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Vehicle WNZ 4854 has been seen to be parked on the driveway of 16 Brayfields, Pinchbeck, on more
than one occasion since the last hearing, including on the evening of 29th April 2020 following my visit to
Delicja earlier in the day.
This shows a clear link between Mr SALEH, Ms KUDRACOVA, Delicja and the 16 Brayfields address,
which shouldn’t be there if there was no association, as stated by Ms KUDRACOVA at the last hearing.
Enquiries were made into who lives at the 16 Brayfields, Pinchbeck address. A Tenancy Agreement for
16 Brayfields shows that both Milena KUDRACOVA and Omar Qadir SALEH are joint tenants, with Mr
SALEH being the lead tenant at the address. The agreement started on 27th December 2019 and is a 6
month lease. Both of their signatures are located at the rear.
Lincolnshire Police believes the overwhelming evidence obtained since the previous hearing shows a
deliberate attempt to mislead the Licensing Sub-Committee. Ms KUDRACOVA clearly has a relationship
with Mr SALEH, which she has denied, his vehicle, which only he is insured to drive and the only vehicle
registered at 16 Brayfields address, where they both have tenancy is frequently seen parked outside
Delicja and has been seen at 16 Brayfields.

Mr SALEH’S previous history, his involvement with

criminality and the undermining of the licensing objectives and his clear links to Ms KUDRACOVA, her
lack of transparency and her deliberate attempts to mislead Police Officers and Councillors alike are the
reasons why Lincolnshire Police request that this transfer and DPS variation be refused.
The hearing occurred on 4th June 2020 and the transfer and vary DPS on PL0337 were refused.
Of note found during that enquiry, which was not used at hearing was information linking
KUDRACOVA’S partner Mr SALEH to Mr Dairy Sleman JALAL the premises licence holder before Mr
ATTUF, who stayed on as DPS until the frequent DPS applications became permanent in November
2020. Mr JALAL is a personal licence holder in South Holland and as such gave his home address as
Apartment 1, 17 High Street, Spalding. Lincolnshire Police records show this update in June 2018 when
he became responsible for the premise licence at Delicja. Lincolnshire Police has not been informed of
a change of address for him and he commits an offence if he fails to tell the council of a change of
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address. Enquiries into vehicle WNZ4854 on 27 April 2020 showed that insurance was held by policy
holder Omar Qadir SALEH between 09/082019 and 08/08/2020 at Apartment 1, Holland House, 17 High
Street, Spalding. The notice of intended prosecution was sent to Omar SALEH from the Central Ticket
Office on 29th January 2020 to the 17 High Street, Spalding address as this was shown as the registered
keepers address at the time, it has since changed to 16 Brayfields, Pinchbeck, Spalding. Mr SALEH
must have received that notice of intended prosecution, sent to the High Street address as he then
contacted Lincolnshire Police after that.
On liaising with Calluna O’Farrell, Trading Standards Officer, Leicestershire County Council and her
dealing with Mr Omar Qadir SALEH she informed me in an email dated 16 March 2020 that she had the
17 High Street address for Mr SALEH. Then in another email on 18th March 2020 she confirmed this by
stating ‘I have since spoke to Sharif/Saleh on the phone and he gave his address for me to send letters
to as: 17 High Street, Spalding, PE11 1TW.’

Lincolnshire Police then received a series of Vary DPS applications from Ms KUDRACOVA which put
her in day to day control of alcohol sales due to the immediate effect box being ticked whilst knowing
Lincolnshire Police would object and the committee likely refuse due to previous history, then days
before the scheduled hearing would withdraw that application and submit another, starting the whole
process over again. This became a monthly occurrence with 4 such applications taking us from June
2020 to the end of September 2020 all whilst Mr ATTUF remained premises licence holder.

In

November 2020 Lincolnshire Police received and application of transfer and vary DPS to Saglar AHMAT,
and this time, due to lack of information to be satisfied enough that the exceptional circumstances of the
case are such that granting the application would undermine the crime prevention objective, did not
object to the transfer or vary DPS applications.
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It’s also been noted as part of the enquiries into this premises and the people responsible for the
premises licence that Barham Sawar MAHMOUD who was the premises licence holder from 2015-2018,
before Dairy Sleman JALAL and who’s name has been on the lease throughout this enquiry and who’s
personal licence is with South Holland, pleaded guilty to the sale of illicit tobacco to test purchasers at
Delicja, Frodingham Road, Scunthorpe and was fined £266 and ordered to pay costs of £740 and a £32
victim surcharge, according to the Grimsby Telegraph article dated 25 February 2020.

Enquiries as to who holds the lease for the premises shows that as of 5th May 2021 Barham Sawar
MAHMOUD is still the lease holder and has been since 2016. Despite Saglar AHMAT taking control of
the premise licence and therefore the business in November 2020, he has still not acquired the lease
some 6 months later, which is great cause for concern considering the protracted history. With the
supposed purchasing of the business by JALAL, ATTUF, SALAR, KUDRACOVA and AHMAT since that
time as they have all applied for the premise licence with immediate effect.
The building owner is under the impression that Mr MAHMOUD has had several different managers in
place for the last few years. He informed me that before Christmas 2020 a new ‘manager’ took over who
he thought was called Ahmed. Ahmed asked for the lease to be assigned, but only on 4 May 2021 was
he introduced to ‘Salman’ who wants to now take the lease on.
This information greatly raises questions as to who’s really been responsible since November 2020?
Who is Ahmed? And why only now is Mr AHMAT meeting the building owner and asking for the lease to
be assigned?

On carrying out further checks on individuals within this statement, to enable a full view criminal activities
and connections to Unit 2, I noted that on 3rd March 2021 Police Officers conducted a licensing visit at
Bila Off Licence, 168 Clayton Road, Bradford, BD72RD.

Counterfeit/Illicit tobacco recovered from

behind counter and rear store room. Total amount was 526 x 20 packets of cigarettes and 27 x 50g
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pouches of hand rolling tobacco. Omar Qadir SALEH has been both the PLH and DPS since 5 April
2017, he still was on 12 March 2020 when last confirmed with Bradford Council. He is also the sole
active director of Bila Mini Market Ltd, being appointed on 15 March 2020, with the registered address of
168 Clayton Road, Bradford and with that same address as his personal correspondence address on
Companies House. His nature of control of that business is 75% or more of ownership of shares and
75% or more ownership of voting rights, with the right to appoint and remove directors.

On 7th May 2021 at 1650hrs myself and Sgt 1040 ENDERBY attended what is now called A2Z (was
Delicja) Unit 2, 20 Westlode St, Spalding in order to carry out a compliance check.
On looking round the premises I noted that there was a long shelf with many different brands and ABV’s
of beer that were not price marked, either individually or on the shelf. To find out the price of an
individual can I had to take it to the counter to be scanned to find out the price. As stated in the review
application I submitted and in the paperwork I submitted following a visit to Delicja when Ms
KUDRACOVA was involved, all items have to be visibly priced under the Price Marking Order. The Price
Marking Order 2004 states that there must be a clear selling or unit price, which is easily identifiable
without having to ask the trader.
There was a new staff member who had been bought in from Peterborough that day due to other staff
not having arrived for work. He was working the checkout till whilst a female member of staff was
serving customers at the deli counter at the rear of the premises or replacing stock when she wasn’t
busy at the deli counter. He male shop worker was unsure of pricing when asked about the unpriced
beer, and when there was an issue with the card machine and a replacement till roll was needed, he
couldn’t work it and the machine was then out of action. No one present knew how to work the CCTV or
indeed where it was.

When asked the male admitted he hadn’t been trained but stated he has

experience working in shops.
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I knew where the CCTV hard drive was and how to use it from my previous visit which led to the review
so located it and saw it had footage retained from 11th April 2021. To doubly confirm this I went to play
back footage from 10th April 2021 the screen showed no files, yet I was able to play footage from 11th
April 2021. Assuming the day of this visit and the 11th are a full days of recording this is 27 days worth of
footage, not 28 days, which is a condition on the premises licence. There was now a side facing camera
showing the till area, which wasn’t there wasn’t last time I looked at the CCTV, however there still wasn’t
a camera providing a front facial view of customers at the tills, as required under Annex 2 of the
premises licence conditions.
We found a folder containing refusals log, staff training, litter picking record etc. The refusals appeared
to have started well when Mr AHMAT took over showing 10 entries between the end of November 2200
and end of March 2021, however there were no entries after that and we are now in May and with the
easing of lockdown it would be expected that traffic would have increased and therefore the likelihood of
more refusals. None of the entries had been signed by the DPS to show they had been audited since
the commencement of the register. It is a condition under Annex 2 that the register is audited from time
to time by the DPS, and with nearly six months of operation with new staff, I would have expected this to
happen within the first month, to make sure staff and doing things correctly, and then continue at a set
period, or less if there was a training issue highlighted, a positive test purchase, or a new member of
staff.
Also within the folder was signed authorisation to sell alcohol by the DPS to certain individuals. The
female shop worker was on the list however the male shop worker wasn’t, and it was the same for the
training records. I didn’t witness the female selling alcohol, she was busy at the deli and stacking
shelves, the untrained, unauthorised male shop worker was the person at the till making the alcohol
sales.
The litter picking record, although not a condition on the licence had 8 entries from mid November 2020
to mid January 2021 and then nothing.

It shows good intentions to start with that were then not
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continued, there was obviously a need as it was started in the first place and the record shows that
rubbish and cans were collected from outside on 5 of those occasions.

This shows a lack of

management in checking that practices which are implemented and adhered to, and also shows a lack of
care in wanting that information to know the issues of the area, as Unit 2 is within the public space
protection order for street drinking, so empty cans if of alcohol should be of great concern and highlight a
need to train staff regarding watching the outside of the shop and who not to sell cans to as they have
been known to drink them in the street and breach the order.
I spoke with Mr AHMAT over the phone, to inform him of my visit and what I had discovered. He seems
to be unaware that the appeal hearing is a court in 14th May 2021. He explained that he’d had issues
with the premises in terms of staff shortage, electricity bills, and the scanner machine and had sent a
friend over to help out today. I explain that considering the history of the premise licence he decided to
take on, which he was well aware of because I told him prior to him transferring the licence. I also
informed him at that time that he had the option of applying for a completely new licence and using
temporary event notices to cover the interim period before the licence is granted, and therefore not
having any concern with the appeal. I should be visiting a premises that it 100% perfect, that knows
exactly what is should be doing and why because it has been gone over so many times before. All the
past reports I have submitted are online to view as South Holland District Council publish them, a small
amount of searching would have bought them up. Or Mr AHMAT could have contacted me or the
licensing department at the Council as he had both our details, to ask for assistance, clarification, past
history etc. We are very contactable and willing to assist as we all want responsible retailers as they
assist in lessening the issues for the people of Spalding. By opening, when things weren’t in place as
they should be, according to the premise licence undermines the licensing objectives those conditions
are put in place to protect, it’s also incredibly foolhardy when you know the history of the premises and
that an appeal is due, and leads me to believe that there would be even less care about the licensing
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objectives and actively promoting them when there is less scrutiny from authorities should the premises
licence remain in place.

My experience as a licensing officer for 7 years and as a search officer for 10 years prior to that has led
me to believe that there is a connection between licenced and unlicensed premises, smuggled goods, be
it tobacco products and alcohol (beer and spirts) and illegal working/people smuggling and it is large
scale organised crime which generally goes under the radar because people see it as individual shops
doing individual criminality rather than a network, they don’t realise the amount of money involved and
the individual concerns are dealt with by different agencies. I have seized an accounting book from a
small out of the way shop in Spalding turning over £50,000 a month and I’ve had similar in Boston. A
premise licence is a means to an ends for selling smuggled goods and laundering the proceeds to make
a profit. There is no concern about the licensing objectives and the effect their activity is placing on the
local community.

In total for this one premises Lincolnshire Police have submitted 15 separate pieces of work since 2018
in an effort to stop individuals with proven links to criminality obtaining the licence or remaining in a
position of control on the licence. There is still great concern remaining as to who’s behind the premises
and following the visit on 7th May there is little confidence that issues with licence compliance and
therefore the licensing objectives will ever be taken seriously and resolved.
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